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Chengfeng at the moment has completely lost his position.

It is precisely because of this that his thinking began to diverge, and even a little jumped
off.

In the dark, he felt that the master behind this incident was probably the super master
who saved Zhifei and Zhiyu in Japan.

But the housekeeper felt a bit whimsical.

He said euphemistically: “Master, the master that the eldest lady met in Japan has not
confirmed his identity until now. We don’t even know whether he is a Chinese or a
Chinese living in Japan.”

“Moreover, Kyoto and Aurous Hill are separated by thousands of kilometers. In the vast
crowd, how can the two people overlap each other so coincidence. Although this
possibility exists, the probability is really too low…”

Chengfeng shook his head and said seriously: “The basis for my judgment is not
probability, but feeling!”

After all, Chengfeng analyzed: “In Aurous Hill, a mysterious person, gave me a feeling
of power and strength. I have only experienced this feeling before.”

“And the last time I felt this way was after hearing about the deeds of that super master
in Japan!”



“That guy can easily kill a number of top Japanese ninjas in close hand-to-hand combat
without being injured. I have never heard of such a master in so many years!”

“Although I have heard of a lot of duels between Chinese and Japanese masters, and
most of them were won by Chinese masters, but to be honest, I have never heard of a
Sino-Japanese master showdown. Victory without injury.”

“Even if Bruce Lee competes with a Western master, it is impossible to guarantee that
he will win unscathed.”

“Once the opponent can be unharmed, it proves that his strength is geometrically ahead
of the opponent!”

“In other words, this mysterious person can be unscathed with one enemy and seven.
Then, it is not a problem to be afraid of one enemy. Even if the number of opponents
doubles, maybe he can still pay a certain price to Win!”

“One person killed 14 top ninjas. How many people do you think there are in the
world?!”

The butler suddenly fell into thought.

After a long time, he nodded seriously and said, “Master, you are right… He can kill
seven Japanese ninjas unharmed, so his upper limit is far from seven. If you count this
way, this Human strength is simply unheard of…”

Chengfeng continued: “And this time, Aurous Hill’s behind-the-scenes man can not only
easily capture Stuart and his four people, but also quietly take Shoude away under the
eyes of more than 20 masters in the Su family. This strength, It’s also unheard of.”

“So, Aurous Hill, the man behind the scenes, feels like that Japanese mysterious
master.”

“Two mysterious people whose identities I don’t know can bring me the same feeling,
which makes me have to connect the two together!”



Speaking of this, Chengfeng said firmly: “Moreover! The connection between these two
mysterious people not only feels the same, but the important thing is that there is a clue
that completely overlaps!”

The butler hurriedly asked, “Master, what is the clue?!”

Chengfeng spit out three words coldly: “Know the fish!”


